The reported mechanism of β-O-4 and β-5 substructures during acid treatment
Fig.S1 The reported mechanism of β-O-4 substructure during acid treatment [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 
Fig.S2
The reported mechanism of β-5 substructure during acid treatment [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 
Determination of Products from GG under acidic GVL solvent system
The yields of products from GG were determined by GC-MS with internal standard (VG-dimer). Therefore, yields of each product were calculated by the following Eq. Based on the TMS-derived molecular ion of 632 for the peak at 48.43 ( Fig.S24) , we speculated the structure of the product is as showed in Fig.S26 .
